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Abstract: This paper presents a novel path planning heuristic for multi-UAV pipe inspection missions
inspired by the booby bird’s foraging behavior. The heuristic enables each UAV to find an optimal path
that minimizes the detection time of defects in pipe networks while avoiding collisions with obstacles
and other UAVs. The proposed method is compared with four existing path planning algorithms
adapted for multi-UAV scenarios: ant colony optimization (ACO), particle swarm optimization
(PSO), opportunistic coordination, and random schemes. The results show that the booby heuristic
outperforms the other algorithms in terms of mean detection time and computational efficiency under
different settings of defect complexity and number of UAVs.
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1. Introduction

Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) and multi-UAVs have opened up new possibilities
for various applications in both military and civil domains. However, most UAVs still
require human operators to control and guide them, which limits their autonomy and
efficiency. To achieve full autonomy, UAVs need to be able to make decisions without
human intervention [1,2], which requires optimizing their path planning algorithms [3,4].

One of the emerging civil applications of multi-UAVs is in construction and infrastruc-
ture inspection [5], which accounts for 45% of the UAV net market value [2]. In particular,
the pipe inspection field is one of the areas with prevailing growth rates among numerous
UAV applications. This is especially true because most civil defense schemes globally
mandate automatic or fixed sprinklers in buildings [6]. To inspect such indoor pipe net-
works, human operators are usually employed. However, some companies have started
automating the process using UAVs. For instance, a UK-based UAV inspection services
company [7] is presenting a UAV specifically designed for indoor environments. The UAV
has a camera and a protective frame surrounding the indoor drone. It is used to inspect
pipes by an operator to take high-definition photos. Another example is the new fire
sprinkler system at the Amazon warehouse in Ajax which started to leak randomly, requir-
ing a building-wide shut down and evacuation. Amazon inspected the system by hiring
a photography company to inspect the sprinkler network for potential damage or poor
installation [8]. These cases are not autonomous and require constant human operation. As
a result, real-life cases like these show the need for studies like ours, especially autonomous
solutions.
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In this field, corrosion detection is a critical task, as corrosion causes almost 50%
of steel pipeline failures [9–11], and steel pipes are widely used in automated sprinkler
systems [12,13]. Corrosion tends to form localized pits that concentrate the corrosive
attack [14], so small UAVs, known as micro air vehicles (MAVs), are preferred for their
reachability and easy deployment [1]. However, MAVs have limited resources and battery
capacity [4], which poses a challenge for path planning optimization [2], an NP-hard
problem [15]. The multi-UAV path planning problem is a particular case of the multirobot
path planning problem, where robots can fly in a k-dimensional space. Multi-UAV systems
outperform single-UAV systems in parallelism, robustness, simplicity, and cost [16]. While
a great deal of research has been conducted on UAV applications, very few studies have
considered multi-UAV applications for construction and infrastructure inspection [2].

Metaheuristics are general optimization methods that explore the problem space
iteratively to find an optimal or near-optimal solution [17,18]. However, metaheuristics are
often resource-intensive, as they require evaluating an objective function repeatedly with a
group of search agents [18]. This poses a challenge for MAVs, which have limited resources.
Therefore, metaheuristics should only be used when no problem-specific heuristics are
available. A problem-specific heuristic is a customized solution that tries to find a “good”
solution on the first attempt [19]. The proposed research fills a gap in the literature by
developing a problem-specific heuristic for multi-UAV systems in inspection missions.
Moreover, it introduces a novel technique inspired by the foraging behavior of the booby
bird to overcome complex optimization problems.

The main contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:

1. A novel booby-inspired heuristic for the path planning problem in multi-UAV systems.
2. Successful implementation of the proposed approach in the context of inspection

missions.
3. A rigorous evaluation framework for the proposed approach against rival multi-UAV

path planning algorithms.

The paper is structured as follows. Previous methods for multi-UAV path planning
inspection using bio-inspired techniques are introduced in Section 2. The problem definition
and path planning model are defined in Section 3. Section 4 explains the booby motivation
for this work and the system concept, and provides the booby algorithms. Section 5 explains
the evaluation process and results, while Section 6 contains the concluding remarks and
identifies some future study directions.

2. Related Studies
2.1. UAV Inspection Missions

The navigation of a robot or UAV involves several stages: localization, mapping, path
planning, and motion control [20,21]. These stages have been addressed differently by vari-
ous studies on inspection missions using UAVs. For example, some studies have focused
on path planning [22], while others have explored localization methods [23,24]. A common
goal of UAV inspection mission planning is to optimize the quality of visual information
captured by UAVs and create efficient mission plans for data collection. However, most of
the existing studies have mainly dealt with image processing techniques [25], as reviewed
by [26,27]. One exception is the study by Quenzel et al. [24], which presented an integrated
chimney inspection system using a UAV. They combined laser localization and visual
odometry for navigation and allowed the user to select points of interest for subsequent
inspection rounds. The UAV then used a traveling salesman problem solver to find an
optimal order of visiting those points for a shorter flight duration.

UAV inspection applications can be divided into two types: indoor and outdoor
missions. While most of the existing research on UAV inspection missions has focused
on outdoor environments [28], such as power lines [29,30], chimneys [24], bridges [31,32],
railways [25], and construction sites [28], there is a lack of studies on multi-UAV applica-
tions for indoor environments. Multi-UAV inspection path planning is a challenging and
important problem that deserves more attention. Bono et al. [31] proposed a trajectory
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planning method for a UAV fleet based on a digital twin of a bridge inspection, where the
user selects waypoints on the digital model corresponding to the points of interest. The
method computes noncolliding trajectories for each UAV around the centroid trajectory
using a swarm-distributed model predictive control strategy. However, this method is not
suitable for inspecting pipes in an indoor environment, which is the focus of our work.
We present a novel multi-UAV path planning algorithm for pipe inspection that considers
constraints and collision avoidance in an indoor environment.

2.2. Bio-Inspired Approaches to the Multi-UAV Path Planning Problem

The UAV path planning problem has been addressed by various methods in the
literature [33,34]. Among them, bio-inspired approaches have shown more potential to
handle this complex and dynamic problem [33]. However, most of the existing studies have
focused on single-UAV scenarios [34]. Multi-UAV path planning is a more challenging and
realistic problem that requires further investigation. For instance, Ismail et al. [22] proposed
a fruit fly optimization algorithm to find the optimal number and paths of UAVs for oilfield
inspection. They assumed one depot and multiple goals for each UAV, and they optimized
the initial paths using an improved fruit fly algorithm. Their results indicated that three
UAVs were optimal for their problem setting. However, they only used one map and two
performance measures (cost function and running time), which limits the generalization of
their approach. Another related work by Pan et al. [35] formulated the multi-UAV path
planning problem as a multiple traveling salesman problem (m-TSP). They developed a
deep learning model trained by a genetic algorithm to collect data from distributed sensors
using UAVs. Their objective was to minimize the path length and the solving time in
challenging scenarios. They studied how different numbers of data nodes affected their
model’s performance. The performance measures were the average total distance of UAVs,
the average required number of UAVs, and the average solving time. They tested their
algorithm against random and genetic algorithms only.

Previous studies on multi-UAV path planning using bio-inspired approaches have
some limitations in the inspection domain. They do not show how their approaches
scale with different settings and numbers of UAVs, nor do they measure the inspection
effectiveness with metrics such as detection time. In contrast, our work demonstrates our
approach’s performance under various settings and multiple UAVs, and considers several
performance measures.

3. Problem Definition and Path Planning Model
3.1. Problem Definition

We considered a multi-UAV inspection mission. As shown in Figure 1, a set of UAVs
should inspect a network of pipelines to locate defects and report them to a base station.
The mission starts with homogenous UAVs taking off from one location to cooperatively
inspect all parts of the pipes externally to detect defects. During the execution of the
mission, the UAVs will fly to different locations, given that no two UAVs can be at one
location simultaneously. Once a UAV has inspected a location, no other UAV will re-inspect
it again. The locations and number of defects are unknown a priori, while the pipeline
network’s dimensions and altitude are known.
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Figure 1. An operational scenario of a multi-UAV inspection mission.

3.2. Path Planning Model

Several assumptions must first be made to solve the multi-UAV cooperative inspection
mission planning problem:

1. UAVs move in straight lines.
2. A network location (cell) can have a maximum of one defect which simplifies the

process of detecting and localizing defects.
3. Each location can only have one UAV active at any given time to avoid collisions and

ensure that each location is covered by at most one UAV [36].
4. Altitude layering [37]: Pipes and other UAVs cannot collide with one another. Thus,

UAVs must fly higher or lower than pipelines. UAVs will use altitude layering once
they fly. Then, the z dimension remains constant after UAV takeoff. Note that takeoff
and landing times are negligible.

5. Because this is an indoor inspection mission, the weather does not affect UAVs.
6. UAVs can sense changes in the pipeline and find defects within a certain distance of

the pipe.
7. The cell dimensions are smaller or equal to the UAV’s detection range.
8. The battery swapping time is neglected [2].

Variables of the proposed model:
U—total number of UAVs;
u—index of a UAV;
Nu,w—number of waypoints in a feasible trajectory for UAV u;
Di,j—distance traveled by UAV between the ith waypoint and jth waypoint;
ri,j—energy consumption between the ith waypoint and jth waypoint;
∑j ru,j—total energy consumption of the uth UAV;
Pathu—feasible trajectory for a UAV u;
CostPathu —total distance traveled corresponding to Pathu;
δm—initial energy of every UAV;
δu—UAV’s energy at a given time;
µ—coefficient to denote energy consumption.
In our work, the optimization algorithm generates a series of three-dimensional

waypoints [38]. A feasible path Pathu is stored as a vector in which an element wu,i =
(xu,i, yu,i, zu,i) denotes the i-th waypoint of UAV u. Equation (1) defines Pathu:

Pathu =
(
wu,1, wu,2, . . . , wu,Nu,w

)
(1)

Our objective ( FObjective

)
is to improve the trajectory planning quality by minimizing

the UAV’s total traveled distance. We formulated our problem as a complicated traveling
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salesman problem (TSP) [35], where there may be more than one salesman. Additionally,
we added the energy constraint to consider while choosing the path. The UAV u cannot
choose a path that exceeds its energy δu. Equation (2) describes the above model.

FObjective =


Min

((
∑U

i=1 CostPathi

))
s.t.


∑j r1,j < δ1

. . .
∑j rU,j < δU

. (2)

The following Equation (3) computes the total distance traveled corresponding to
Traju. As a result, the equation will find the cost associated with each trajectory.

CostTraju =
Nu,w−1

∑
j=1

DWu,j ,Wu,j+1 (3)

Assuming the velocity is 1 m/s in the energy consumption (EC), as denoted as r above,
we computed this in our experiments as follows [35,39,40]:

ri,j = µ ∗ Di,j (4)

4. Proposed Method
4.1. Booby Inspiration

Many biological studies focus on marine bird colonies and foraging. Marine birds
modify their foraging techniques to maximize prey encounters in high-prey-density areas.
The booby bird’s foraging behavior yields many insights that may aid multi-UAV path
planning [41,42]. In a booby colony, reproduction depends on breeding location and partner.
Females choose partners, and males compete for nesting spots. Birds should choose the
finest mates and locations (near to forage, safe from weather and predators, and easy entry
and exit for breeders) [43]. There are three phases to the foraging trip. First, the booby bird
leaves its colony to forage rapidly away from it at a high and constant speed along a linear
path. The bird continues this behavior until it reaches a foraging zone. Second, once it
reaches a foraging zone, it will change direction and speed frequently [44,45]. The foraging
zone is an area with a high likelihood of encountering prey or where the bird has already
detected prey. During foraging activity, the birds will land on the water or dive [44]. Hence,
individual birds adjust their traveling behavior in response to prey density and maximize
their prey encounters by increasing turning rates and reducing travel speeds. The term for
this adaptive response to prey density is area-restricted search (ARS) behavior [42,44–46].
Finally, the booby will return to the colony at a more constant flight speed and with a
relatively straight route or path parallel to the outgoing path [44,45]. Note that there can be
one or more ARS zones during a trip [45]. When the booby lays eggs, it usually only lays
three [43].

4.2. System Model

In our implementation, we discretize the pipes’ map to enclose the pipes in small unit
areas called cells, as shown in Figure 2. Each cell represents a network location (point) that
should be visited exactly once. UAVs should scan all network locations (cells with circles)
to find defects (cells with circles and squares). Each UAV plans its route to visit several cells
and inspect them. Once the mission ends, each cell corresponding to a network location
must have been visited exactly once by a UAV. Additionally, all defects should have been
identified while minimizing the total travelled distance by all UAVs.
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Figure 2. Grid representation of the environment (blue circles represent a location, and red squares
represent defects).

The world map is clustered into different zones. The number of zones is determined
during the initialization phase. Each zone can be in one of the following states: available,
unavailable, inspected, and uninspected. All zones are available and uninspected states
during the initialization phase.

Available UAVs are categorized into three dynamically formed sets: primary, sec-
ondary, and temporary. The UAVs have different flying modes while executing the mission:
default inspection mode and ARS inspection mode. In the default mode, the UAV scans
the network location by moving to the closest point from its current position. If it detects
a defect in any location, it switches to the ARS mode. In this mode, the UAV examines
the surrounding areas of the defect more closely for a certain period before returning to
the default mode. The UAVs adjust their roles dynamically according to the inspection
coverage of each zone. The mission ends when all zones are inspected.

4.3. From Inspiration to Algorithm

We began by investigating the feasibility of defining the process of assigning UAVs to
a network location (looking for defects and then detecting them) in an inspection mission
that is comparable to the foraging process in a booby colony. The booby system has two
inspection modes: default inspection mode and ARS inspection mode; this mimics the
foraging behavior of the booby once it finds prey. Moreover, the UAV has three different
roles in our system: primary, secondary, and temporary, which represent the male, female,
and booby egg, respectively. Table 1 shows the mapping between the booby colony and
our system.

Table 1. Biological inspiration: mapping between a booby colony and the booby system.

Booby Colony Our System

Ground Virtual map of the network area
Nest Zone

Male booby Primary UAV
Female booby Secondary UAV

Egg Temporary UAV
Foraging Inspection

Prey Defect

The male booby is responsible for choosing a nest location on the ground and display-
ing it for potential female partners. Utilizing this behavior, we make the primary UAV
choose a location in the assigned zone and send a request for a secondary UAV. Additionally,
since the booby can have a limited number of eggs, the primary UAV can request a limited
number of temporary UAVs to help inspect the current zone. Additionally, the booby can
make longer foraging trips, so the primary UAV can step away from the assigned zone if
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there is a secondary UAV in the current zone once the remaining uninspected locations are
below a certain threshold.

Exploiting the method of choosing the highest quality partner for the female booby,
we let the primary UAV send one request for a secondary UAV to join it in the zone. If there
are many join requests for one secondary UAV, it will evaluate the requests and choose the
one with the highest fitness value.

Simultaneously, the chicks of the booby stay temporarily in the nest. Therefore, we
take advantage of this behavior by having temporary UAVs help inspect a specific zone
for a limited duration. Once each UAV is assigned a temporary role, it will calculate
the maximum number of rounds, which means the maximum number of locations to
be inspected. Since the primary UAV queries the temporary UAVs if the number of
uninspected locations is high, the maximum number of rounds of the temporary UAVs
depends on the number of uninspected locations remaining in the zone corresponding to
the primary UAV’s request.

4.3.1. Central Control Algorithm

The central control algorithm has several tasks, mainly during the initialization phase
of the system. First, the central control algorithm will cluster the map into a predefined
number of nonoverlapping zones using the K-means clustering algorithm. Next, it will
assign roles to UAVs by dividing them into two groups of primary and secondary UAVs
using Equations (5) and (6).

Primary UAVs# =

⌈
U
2

⌉
(5)

Secondary UAVs# =

⌊
U
2

⌋
(6)

Then, the algorithm assigns primary UAVs to available zones as follows:

1. Sort zones in descending order of their number of network locations.
2. Randomly select a primary UAV and assign it to the largest available zone.
3. Keep assigning primary UAVs in the same manner until all zones are unavailable or

there are no more primary UAVs.
4. If all zones are unavailable and there are still some unassigned primary UAVs, change

their roles to secondary UAVs.

It is important to note that if there are still some available zones but no more primary
UAVs, this case is handled by the primary UAV algorithm where once a primary UAV
completes inspecting an area of current zone larger than a certain threshold, it leaves for
another zone with no primary UAV (the zones that were left out in the beginning), as
explained in Section 4.3.2

4.3.2. Primary UAV Algorithm

Each primary UAV will be assigned to one available zone, and the zone cannot have
more than one primary UAV assigned to it. As the algorithm in Figure 3 shows, the primary
UAV will choose a location in the assigned zone (at random if it is the first time inspecting
this zone). In addition, each primary UAV is allowed to send one request for a secondary
UAV to join it in the inspection process of the assigned zone. Even if this request has been
fulfilled, the primary UAV cannot send more requests to the secondary UAV.

Once the current location of the primary UAV is inspected, the UAV will check whether
the whole state of the zone has been inspected. If the zone is still uninspected, it will check
if the remaining locations are more than a certain threshold X. If so, the primary UAV will
request a temporary UAV. Each primary UAV is permitted to request a certain number of
temporary UAVs. The number of temporary UAVs to be requested is calculated depending
on the size of the zone assigned to the primary UAV. This value is calculated once for
each primary UAV assignment. Intuitively, the larger the zone, the more chances there
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are of getting more UAVs assigned as temporary UAVs. In Equation (7), a min–max
normalization [47] is used to normalize the total number of locations in the assigned zone
to be in the range [1, U].

Z′total =

(
Ztotal −minvalue o f Ztotal

maxvalue o f Ztotal −minvalue o f Ztotal

)
∗ (1−U) + 1, (7)

where Ztotal is the total number of locations in the assigned zone; (min value o f Ztotal) and
(max value o f Ztotal) are the size of the smallest and largest zones, respectively. Z′total is the
normalized value of the total number of locations in the assigned zone in the range [1, U].
If the primary UAV is assigned to the largest zone, it can send as many temporary UAV
requests as U. However, if the primary UAV is assigned to the smallest zone, it will get a
chance to send one temporary request.

If the current zone is in the inspected state, the primary UAV will withdraw any
previous request the primary UAV has made. Then, the primary UAV will take what is
applicable first from the below options:

1. Stay as a primary UAV if there is an available zone. In this option, our system builds
a k-dimensional (k-d) tree data structure to hold the available zones’ locations and
queries each zone to find the nearest neighbor efficiently.

2. Change the role to secondary UAV if there is a join request.
3. Change the role to temporary UAV if there is a temporary UAV request.
4. Change the role to secondary if there is an uninspected zone.

If none of the above options apply, the primary UAV will return to the depot if all
zones are inspected.

4.3.3. Secondary UAV Algorithm

The secondary UAVs will be assigned initially by the central control algorithm. Once
they start execution, they will check the number of join requests from the primary UAVs, as
the algorithm shows in Figure 4. If there is more than one request, the secondary UAV will
evaluate these requests and choose the one that maximizes the fitness value. We followed
the fitness calculations used by Teng et al. [40]. Suppose the secondary UAV is at location
i, the primary UAV of the join request is at location j, the number of defects detected in
the zone corresponding to the primary UAV is Dnum, and the distance between location i
and j is given by Costi,j. Equation (8) calculates the fitness of each available join request
(req f itness).

req f itness = w1(Dnum)− w2
(
Costi,j

)
, (8)

wi(i = 1, 2) is each component’s weight, reflecting the essential differences while evaluating
a candidate request. When calculating the weights of the fitness function components, the
item that is more significant in the fitness computation is given a greater weight [40]. A
secondary UAV seeks to select a primary UAV within a shorter distance (minimization goal)
while simultaneously seeking a primary UAV with more defects detected (maximization
goal). We therefore assigned a value of one to the distance weight, but with a negative sign
as it should be minimized, while we gave a positive value of two to the total number of
discovered defects.

Once the inspection algorithm inspects the current location of the secondary UAV, it
will check whether the whole zone state has been inspected. If the zone is still uninspected,
the secondary UAV will stay in the current zone for further location inspection. However,
if the zone state is checked, the secondary UAV will select the first option that applies from
the list below:

1. Evaluate join requests, if any, then select the request with the highest fitness value.
2. Change the role to primary UAV if there is an available zone.
3. Change the role to temporary UAV if there is a temporary UAV request.
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If none of the above options apply, the secondary UAV will return to the depot if all
zones are inspected.
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4.3.4. Temporary UAV Algorithm

The temporary UAVs are not assigned during the initialization phase. In addition, any
primary or secondary UAVs not needed at any phase of the execution can change their
roles to temporary UAVs and fulfill the need for temporary UAVs.

The number of rounds the temporary UAV will perform is calculated depending on
the number of uninspected locations in the assigned zone for the primary UAV. This value
is calculated once for each temporary UAV assignment. Essentially, the more uninspected
locations there are, the more likely it is that a higher number of rounds will be assigned as
maximum rounds. In Equation (9), a min–max normalization [47] is used to normalize the
number of uninspected locations in the assigned zone to be in the range [1, U].

Z′uninspected =

(
Zuninspected −minvalue o f Zuninspected

maxvalue o f Zuninspected −minvalue o f Zuninspected

)
∗ (1−U) + 1, (9)

where Zuninspected is the number of uninspected locations in the assigned zone; (min value o f

Zuninspected) and (max value o f Zuninspected

)
are zero and the zone’s total number of loca-

tions, respectively. Z′uninspected is the normalized value of the number of uninspected
locations in the assigned zone in the range [1, U]. If the temporary UAV is assigned to a
zone with many uninspected locations, it will be allowed to have maximum rounds as
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U. However, if the temporary UAV is assigned to a zone with a smaller percentage of
uninspected locations, it will inspect fewer locations.

The algorithm of the temporary UAV is shown in Figure 5. As the algorithm shows,
once the temporary UAV starts execution, it will take the first temporary request in a FIFO
manner. Then, it will find the nearest location to the primary UAV that requested the
temporary UAV and start inspecting that zone. Once the inspection algorithm inspects the
current location of the temporary UAV, the temporary UAV will check if the maximum
number of rounds has been reached. If the temporary UAV reaches its maximum range or
the current zone state is inspected, it will be removed from the current zone and select the
first option from the list below:

1. Stay as the temporary UAV if there is any temporary request. If this option applies,
the temporary UAV will rest itself. Reassigning the temporary UAV removes it from
the current zone and allows it to be assigned to another zone by selecting the available
temporary UAV.

2. Change the role to primary UAV if there is an available zone.
3. If a join UAV request is received, change the role to a secondary UAV.
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If none of the above options apply, the temporary UAV will return to the depot if all
zones are inspected.

4.3.5. Inspection and Go to Next Location Algorithms

Whenever a UAV wants to inspect its current location, it will send that location to
the inspection algorithm. The inspection algorithm is shown in Figure 6. The inspection
algorithm is responsible for marking a location as inspected and turning on ARS inspection
mode once a defect in the location is detected.
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After the current location is inspected, the UAV will move to another location in the
current zone unless assigned to another zone. The algorithm responsible for choosing the
next location is shown in Figure 7. During the initialization phase of the system, all UAV
inspection modes are the default ones. In the default inspection, the UAV only inspects
the four locations adjacent to the current locations. When a UAV detects a defect, the ARS
inspection mode will be on. In the ARS mode, the UAV concentrates on the neighbors’
locations of the defect from all eight adjacent cells (including diagonal ones).
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5. Experiments
5.1. Evaluation Framework

The scope of this paper is limited to detecting corrosion in indoor steel pipe networks
using a system of multi-MAVs. We evaluated the performance of our system using a
rigorous empirical methodology based on simulation experiments. We employed the
Crazyswarm package [48], which is a comprehensive quadrotor autonomous research
testbed that integrates hardware and software components. It enables seamless transition
from simulation to real-world deployment [49]. We implemented all algorithms in Python
3.9 and ran all simulations on MAC studio M1 Ultra with 128 GB RAM. Our system adopted
Crazyflie as the UAV model and Crazyswarm as the simulation platform; therefore, we
selected an appropriate sensor for the mission and UAV and tuned the parameters to match
realistic conditions. Following previous literature [50], we used Crazyflie and an ultrasonic
sensor (LV-MaxSonar-EZ2), which can detect objects within a range of 0–254 inches (6.75 m).
Figure 8 illustrates the Crazyflie UAV, and Figure 9 depicts the ultrasonic sensor. We also
considered the specifications of the Crazyflie when estimating the energy consumption of
the UAVs [51,52]. Table 2 summarizes the values of the parameters related to UAV energy.
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Table 2. Parameters related to energy.

Parameter Value

Speed 1 m/s
δm 2430 J
µ 5.8 J/s

To evaluate the inspection mission, a template of the fire sprinkler system RCP using
the Edrawmax tool was used as an input map to mimic a realistic scenario as much as
possible [53]. The input map is shown in Figure 10 and is handled as an occupancy matrix
after preprocessing (as per Figure 11) it to form a 500 × 500 grid with cell size 0.5 m ×
0.5 m.
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Figure 11. Input map after preprocessing.

The network locations were used as inspection points, and the defect locations were
randomized within the inspection points to ensure representative samples in all the exper-
iments. Furthermore, the defect locations were generated randomly using multivariate
normal distributions to simulate hotspots within the specified radius where defects clus-
tered together and were more likely to be found.

The controlled parameters in the simulation were as follows:

1. The number of UAVs varied between 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, and 16.
2. The number of defects (including hotspots and defect concentration within a single

hotspot). The values of the different severity levels of the defects are shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Values of the different severity levels of the defects.

Severity Level Number of Hotspots Radius of Hotspot Number of Defects

Simple 3 30 10
Average 9 30 20

Advanced 27 30 30

To evaluate the performance of our proposed approach, we adapted the performance
metrics from recent studies [54], such as total travel distance (cost/fitness value), maximum
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tour length, running time, mean detection time, and average consumed energy. We devel-
oped 120 scenarios by varying the number of heuristics (5), the number of UAVs (8), and
the severity levels of defects (3). Each scenario was run 30 times to reduce the variability in
the performance measures [54].

We used four well-established benchmark algorithms: ACO, PSO, OTA, and the
random algorithm. The ACO algorithm was based on Dorigo’s original paper [55] and
followed the parameters listed in Table 4. The termination conditions for ACO were either
no improvement in 30 iterations or reaching 1000 iterations [54].

Table 4. Parameter settings of the ACO algorithm.

Parameter Value

α 1
β 5
ρ 0.5
Q 1

Number of ants U
Maximum iterations 1000

For the second benchmark, we implemented a discrete version of PSO following the
approach in [56] that represents the solutions (paths) as vectors. The cost is the total distance
of the path of all UAVs (the vectors). We computed this value using a distance matrix
saved for all locations. The number of particles is equal to the number of UAVs, according
to literature studies [57]. However, in each particle, the local solution is composed of
sub-vectors, each corresponding to one UAV. The sub-vectors do not have conflicts between
them, and each network location is visited once in one and only one sub-vector. This
ensures that if a location has a defect, it will be detected by only one UAV. We used the
same suggested values for the algorithm parameters as in [56]. Furthermore, we followed
the same termination conditions as the ACO. The PSO algorithm parameters are shown in
Table 5.

Table 5. Parameters of PSO algorithm.

Parameter Value

α A random number between 0 and 1
β 1 − α

Number of population U
Maximum iterations 1000

The third algorithm implements an OTA strategy [58], instructing an agent to search
for its nearest unexplored cell in the zone. The final algorithm implements a random
choosing strategy [35], instructing an agent to search for its nearest unexplored cell in the
zone. The OTA and random algorithms were utilized as baseline performance metrics.

Table 6 shows the particular parameters of the booby system. The value of the thresh-
old X of the primary UAV algorithm was chosen empirically. Furthermore, we used
k-means as the clustering algorithm. We found the optimal number of the cluster after
plotting all possible k values against their internal evaluation indicators and choosing the
best one [59].

Table 6. Booby parameter values.

Parameter Value

X 70%
k 7
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5.2. Results and Discussion

We conducted each experiment at least 30 times and plotted the results using a linear
scale for the number of UAVs on the x-axis and a logarithmic base-2 scale for the perfor-
mance metrics on the y-axis. The performance metrics included mean detection time, total
traveled distance, maximum tour length, running time, and average energy used. We
calculated these metrics for all benchmarks except for PSO and mean detection time. PSO
does not support time inference because it defines the UAV paths as vectors during the
initialization phase. Therefore, we cannot determine when a defect was found. All UAVs
had a uniform battery energy level of δm and consumed energy at a constant rate for all
movements.

5.2.1. Mean Detection Time

The mean detection time of a defect is an important metric to evaluate the performance
of different algorithms for UAV-based inspection. It measures how long it takes for any UAV
to detect a defect from the start of the simulation. We computed this value for each defect
in each scenario and averaged it over multiple runs of each experiment. Figure 12 shows
the results for our booby algorithm and three other benchmarks. The booby algorithm
consistently outperformed the other algorithms in all settings, reducing the mean detection
time by at least 13% compared to the random algorithm, which had the shortest running
time among the benchmarks. This indicates that our approach can efficiently detect defects
regardless of their number and distribution complexity.
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According to a thorough analysis, the booby algorithm outperforms other algorithms
for several reasons. First, it clusters the map into a well-chosen number of zones based on
the locations of defects. Second, it assigns UAVs to the zones in a way that considers their
size and priority. Specifically, it allocates more UAVs to larger zones sooner than smaller
zones, as larger zones may have more defects. Third, it inspects the zones efficiently and
adapts its behavior when a defect is found. For instance, the secondary UAV prioritizes
joining a zone that has more defects detected by another UAV. These reasons enable the
booby system to discover defects faster than other algorithms. As the number of UAVs
increased, the booby, OTA, and random algorithms demonstrated a decrease in mean
detection time. In contrast, the ACO performance is much worse than random and OTA.
The ACO’s mean detection time increases with the number of UAVs due to its solution
construction method. Each ant updates its tour with an amount inversely proportional to
the distance of the tour. As a result, more ants follow shorter paths with more pheromones
and neglect remote areas, which delays most defect detections. Furthermore, the ACO
algorithm iterates through many paths before finding the solution, which negatively affects
the mean detection time.
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5.2.2. Total Traveled Distance (Cost)

Figure 13 shows that the booby algorithm produced tours with lower costs than the
benchmarks, especially when more than two UAVs were involved. The random algorithm
performed poorly as expected due to its naive nature. PSO also had low performance in
this problem because it requires continuous solution values for its velocity update, but TSP
is a discrete problem [60–63]. Clerc’s study in 2004 was one of the first to propose discrete
PSO and it is still widely cited in the recent literature [64]. However, Clerc himself reported
that discrete PSO was not as efficient as other algorithms [65]. Similarly, recent studies have
indicated that PSO is more suitable for continuous optimization problems [63].
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The metric cost analysis revealed that the booby algorithm had similar performance
to OTA and ACO when U = 2. In these cases, there were fewer UAVs than clusters. This
resulted in a limited number of primary UAVs initially and increased travel costs for the
primary UAV later as it had to visit many available zones. Likewise, each zone was assigned
a certain number of UAVs. This affected the total cost of each UAV because it had to cover
most of the zone by itself.

5.2.3. Running Time

We measured the running time of each algorithm for every scenario by recording the
time when the execution started and ended. Figure 14 shows the results, which indicate that
booby outperformed all benchmarks in terms of speed. It solved all scenario instances faster
than the other algorithms, with an average speedup of at least three times over random in
simple settings (Figure 14a), three times over random in average settings (Figure 14b), and
1.2 times over random in advanced settings (Figure 14c). Moreover, booby’s running time
did not increase exponentially as the number of UAVs increased, unlike PSO and ACO.
This can be attributed to its efficient use of data structures such as k-d tree and dictionaries,
as well as its ability to find a “good” solution within one iteration, unlike metaheuristic
algorithms that require multiple iterations to converge.
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5.2.4. Maximum Tour Length

The maximum tour length is an important metric for evaluating the performance
of UAV inspection algorithms. It measures the longest distance any UAV travels after
completing its assigned mission. To compare our approach with OTA and ACO, we
calculated the average maximum tour length for all scenarios based on each algorithm’s
results. Figure 15 shows that our approach consistently achieved the lowest average
maximum tour length while maintaining a low running time and minimizing the total
traveled distance. To further illustrate this advantage, we also compared the maximum
tour length of each scenario for our approach and OTA, which had a tradeoff between this
metric and the running time. Table 7 displays the percentage difference between these
two algorithms, as well as their time ratio. The data indicates that our approach not only
reduced the maximum tour length by more than 10% in most scenarios (highlighted in the
table), but also enhanced the runtime in all cases. The main reason for this improvement
is that our approach assigns distinct roles to UAVs and uses efficient data structures to
select candidate zones based on proximity and availability. Finally, our approach requests
a temporary UAV to assist in inspecting a zone only if a certain percentage of the zone
remains uninspected after a certain amount of time has elapsed. This way, our approach
ensures that all zones are inspected thoroughly and quickly by utilizing UAVs optimally.
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Table 7. Maximum tour length for booby versus OTA.

Defect No. U % Diff. in Length Time Ratio

3 × 10

2 19.1 8
4 −6.7 8
6 −12.6 8
8 −19.5 8

10 −26.2 9
12 −16.6 8
14 −36.1 8
16 −35.4 7

9 × 20

2 22 4
4 −13.5 4
6 −19.2 4
8 −19.1 4

10 −26.2 4
12 −20.7 4
14 −36.5 4
16 −32.5 4

27 × 30

2 23.4 2
4 −6.7 2
6 −14.7 2
8 −18.3 2

10 −25.4 2
12 −16.1 2
14 −35.5 2
16 −38 2

5.2.5. UAV’s Average Consumed Energy

Initially, the energy levels of all UAVs are identical. As each UAV navigates to a new
position, it consumes some energy for this movement. The average energy consumption is
the ratio of the total energy consumption to the number of UAVs at the end of the execution.
Figure 16 shows how the average energy levels vary with different numbers of UAVs.
There is a negative correlation between these two variables: more UAVs mean less average
energy consumption. This trend is evident in the PSO and random results, but not in other
benchmarks (OTA and ACO). A possible explanation is that adding more UAVs in PSO
and random algorithms reduces some long tours taken by individual UAVs, which require
more energy. However, such a reduction is not observed in other algorithms because they
already favor shorter tours over longer ones regardless of the number of UAVs. This result
confirms that PSO and random algorithms have lower average maximum tour lengths
when more UAVs are added. Moreover, our approach has comparable results to OTA and
ACO when there are few UAVs (U = 2, 4, and 6). However, our approach is more scalable
because it minimizes the average energy consumption as more UAVs are added.
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6. Conclusions

In this paper, we propose a multi-UAV path planning method that is based on the
behavior of the booby. In our system, the UAVs are automatically divided into different
roles and assigned to different zones on the map. Later, the UAVs can independently switch
roles to maximize the system’s objective by minimizing the total distance traveled by the
UAVs. We used ACO, PSO, OTA, and random, which are all well-known and competing
path planning algorithms, and turned them into multi-UAV path planning algorithms to
compare with our approach. In our experiments, we controlled the number of UAVs and
defects. In addition, we measured different performance metrics, such as total traveled
distance, mean detection time, the maximum tour length, running time, and average energy
consumed. Our results show that the proposed method uses less energy and can efficiently
find defects with a shorter travel distance and in less time. In the simple settings of severity
levels, an 59% enhancement in mean detection over all benchmarks and at least a three-fold
speed increase compared to the random algorithm (which has the shortest running time
of all benchmarks) were achieved. However, in the advanced settings of severity levels,
a 13% enhancement in mean detection over all benchmarks and a 1.2-fold faster running
time than the random algorithm (which has the shortest running time of all benchmarks)
were achieved. In addition, the mean detection time of our approach decreased with the
addition of UAVs. Our algorithm has been shown to be scalable for different numbers of
UAVs and severity levels of defects, and it outperforms all the benchmarks significantly
when increasing the number of UAVs.

In future research, it would be beneficial to consider environmental conditions in
the optimization process as well as different environment maps. Additionally, defects
can be classified into risk levels, and UAVs can be instructed to take appropriate actions
depending on the defect’s risk level. Furthermore, it would be interesting to extend the
booby-inspired multi-UAV path planning method to more complex and realistic scenarios,
such as dynamic environments with moving obstacles or targets, heterogeneous UAVs with
different capabilities and constraints, and uncertain communication and sensing models.
Another possible direction is to investigate the theoretical properties and guarantees of the
proposed method, such as optimality, robustness, and scalability. Finally, a practical valida-
tion of the proposed method using real UAVs in an industrial inspection setting would be
desirable to demonstrate its feasibility and effectiveness in real-world applications.
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